Abstract-In this letter, we propose a reduced-complexity implementation of partial interference cancellation group decoder with successive interference cancellation (PIC-GD-SIC) by employing the theory of displacement structures. The proposed algorithm exploits the block-Toeplitz structure of the effective matrix and chooses an ordering of the groups such that the zero-forcing matrices associated with the various groups are obtained through Schur recursions without any approximations. We show using an example that the proposed implementation offers a significantly reduced computational complexity compared to the direct approach without any loss in performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
A generalized class of linear space-time block codes (STBC) [1] was proposed in [2] - [5] which offers full transmit-and receive-diversity with the aid of the so-called partial interference cancellation group decoding (PIC-GD). The PIC-GD offers a significantly reduced computational complexity compared to that of the maximum-likelihood (ML) detector and hence has received significant attention in the recent past. The rate achieved by these STBCs is complex symbols per channel use (cspcu), where is the number of complex symbols encoded in the STBC, which spans channel uses, while is the number of transmit antennas and . An extended version of the PIC-GD known as the partial interference cancellation group decoding with successive interference cancellation (PIC-GD-SIC) was also proposed in [2] . It was observed in [2] - [5] that for any given antenna configuration and spectral efficiency, the PIC-GD-SIC gives a better bit error ratio (BER) performance than that of the PIC-GD. Recently, a low-complexity algorithm was proposed for the implementation of the PIC-GD, which imposes on the order of operations (refer to . Note that the ML detection complexity order may remain excessive, even when using the sphere decoder [7] . For example, when for , it is straightforward to show that the PIC-GD/PIC-GD-SIC complexity order is only , while the ML decoding complexity order is .
A. PIC-GD-SIC Algorithm

B. PIC-GD-SIC Complexity Analysis
In this letter, we only focus our attention on the computational complexity involved in obtaining the set . Thus, the computation of has a complexity order of (2) operations.
Recall that the rate achieved by the codes of [2] -[5] is cspcu, which reaches asymptotically with . Hence a large is desirable for achieving a high bandwidth efficiency. Since , a large leads to a large and in turn a large . Thus, operating at a high bandwidth efficiency requires a large and , which leads to a high computational complexity. Assuming and to be fixed, the highest order term in (2) is .
II. PROPOSED REDUCED-COMPLEXITY ALGORITHM (R-PIC-GD-SIC)
By exploiting the block-Toeplitz nature of and employing the theory of displacement structures [8] - [10] , we propose a beneficial ordering of the groups that significantly reduces the complexity involved in computing the set .
A. Review of the Theory of Displacement Structures [8]-[10]
Consider and strictly lower triangular matrices and . The displacement of with respect to the displacement operators and is given by . The rank of is referred to as the displacement rank of with respect to , and is denoted by . Thus, the recursive operations applied to the generator of a given matrix yields the generator of the Schur complement of its block. Thus, instead of operating directly on the matrix, one can operate on its generator to obtain the Schur complements, which takes significantly lesser number of operations compared to that of the direct approach. Following lemma quantifies the complexity order of the GSA.
Lemma 1 (Chun and Kailath): If
, has a displacement rank with respect to the displacement operators and , then the generator of the Schur complement of , i.e. , can be obtained by recursions of the GSA that imposes operations based on the divide-and-conquer approach (refer to Section 2 of [8] ).
Proof: Proof can be found in Section 4 of [8] . It is clear from Lemma 1 that the complexity order of the GSA is determined by the displacement rank of the matrix and the number of Schur recursions, rather than by the actual size of the matrix. 
B. The R-PIC-GD-SIC Algorithm Proposed for STBCs Relying on a Block-Toeplitz
where we have for and each is a -element null-matrix. Note that can be viewed as a -element matrix, where each element is a matrix of size , so that and . The structure of the effective matrix in all the codes of [2] , [3] is the same as that of (3). For example, please refer to (41) in [2] and (22), (24), (29) 
which reduces to (6) , shown at the bottom of the page.It may be seen from (6) of is equal to . Note that we may also arrive at (6) . Fig. 1(a) gives the symbol error rate (SER) performance achieved by the Toeplitz code ( , , ) [11] when employing PIC-GD-SIC and R-PIC-GD-SIC. It is clear that R-PIC-GD-SIC does not incur any performance loss compared to PIC-GD-SIC, since the set of projection matrices obtained by R-PIC-GD-SIC are exactly same as that of PIC-GD-SIC. The difference in the numerical values of the entries of the projection matrices are of order . Obtaining the generator pair of and essentially involves the computation of
end while
C. Performance and Complexity Analysis
• that imposes operations, • that requires operations,
• that takes operations and • that is associated with operations. It may be readily seen that Algorithm 1 imposes Schur recursions and hence requires operations using the divide-and-conquer approach (refer to Lemma 1) . A careful comparison with (2) reveals that the proposed algorithm gives a significant reduction in the complexity with respect to the direct computation. Considering the Toeplitz code [11] for , , we have , , , , and . Fig. 1(b) provides a comparison of the computational complexity incurred by the R-PIC-GD-SIC to that of the PIC-GD-SIC. It is clear from Fig. 1(b) that R-PIC-GD-SIC offers a significant reduction in the complexity. Specifically, at PIC-GD-SIC imposes on the order of operations, while as R-PIC-GD-SIC requires on the order of operations. By contrast, at PIC-GD-SIC has on the order of operations, while R-PIC-GD-SIC imposes on the order of operations.
III. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed an ordering of the groups for the PIC-GD-SIC of STBCs relying on a block-Toeplitz effective matrix and showed that the associated zero-forcing matrices can be computed with the aid of Schur recursions by applying the theory of displacement structures without any approximations. Furthermore, we have demonstrated with the aid of an example that the proposed algorithm offers a significantly reduced complexity compared to the direct approach.
